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Abstract

This paper presents a methodology for cycle�accurate sim�
ulation of energy dissipation in embedded systems� The
ARM Ltd� ��� instruction�level cycle�accurate simulator is
extended with energy models for the processor� the L� cache�
the memory� the interconnect and the DC�DC converter� A
SmartBadge� which can be seen as an embedded system con�
sisting of StrongARM���		 processor� memory and the DC�
DC converter� is used to evaluate the methodology with the
Dhrystone benchmark� We compared performance and en�
ergy computed by our simulator with measurements in hard�
ware and found them in agreement within a 
� tolerance�
The simulation methodology was applied to design explo�
ration for enhancing a SmartBadge with real�time MPEG
feature�

� Introduction

Energy consumption and power dissipation are critical fac�
tors in embedded system design� Peak power dissipation
sets constraints on thermal and power supply design for the
system� Average power consumption is directly related to
battery life� hence it may be the critical factor that sets
system weight and cost� CAD tool support is needed to
evaluate performance and energy consumption in portable
embedded system designs�

Most CAD work to date has focused on energy estima�
tion of systems on a chip �SOC or component�level power
reduction� On the other hand� many portable embedded sys�
tems are built from commodity components� Such systems
have to rely on the data sheets to estimate both performance
and energy consumption instead of the detailed capacitance
models assumed by the designers of SOCs or ASICs� As a
result� most of the tools developed for the SOC or ASIC com�
munity are not applicable� This paper describes a methodol�
ogy for performance and energy consumption simulation of
embedded systems based on discrete components for which
only simple black�box power models are available�

The primary motivation for this work comes from our ex�
perience with the redesign of a SmartBadge ���� As far as the

research work described in this paper is concerned� the de�
tailed technical speci�cations of the SmartBadge are inessen�
tial� It su�ces to view the SmartBadge with the system
model consisting of a microprocessor with level�� �L� cache�
level�� �L� cache� o��chip memory and DC�DC converter
connected with the interconnct� which also represents the
basic con�guration of most portable devices� A prototype
implementation of the SmartBadge on a PCB was avail�
able to us� The design task we were confronted with was
to enhance the prototype implementation by adding other
components such as real�time MPEG video decode� Since
the original hardware did not meet either the performance
or the energy consumption constraints when running the
MPEG decode algorithm� we had to look into ways to re�
design both the hardware and the software architectures�
while keeping the energy consumption under tight control�

Design process for such a portable embedded system
starts with the selection of the commodity components that
may meet the performance and the energy consumption cri�
teria based on the data sheets� Typicaly only a few pro�
cessor families can be evaluated due to resource and time
limitations� In addition� many companies often license an
architecture and as a result prefer to focus designs on the
processor family licensed� We selected the ARM processor
family ��� to illustrate the methodology for cycle�accurate
energy consumption simulation used in the design of our
portable device�

Cycle�accurate instruction�level simulators are used for
performance estimation of the software portion of the de�
sign industry�wide� Whole system evaluation is often done
on prototype boards� Due to long design times and costs
for prototype board design� only a few hardware architec�
tures can be tried� We needed to use the simulation�based
methodology in order to easily explore many di�erent hard�
ware and software architectures and get accurate perfor�
mance and energy consumption estimates� As a result� we
extended the basic instruction�level simulator provided in
the ARM software development kit with the cycle�accurate
energy consumption models for the processor with the level �
and the level � caches� the o��chip memories� the inter�
connect and the DC�DC converter� The methodology pre�
sented in this paper can be applied to any cycle�accurate
instruction�level simulator�

A brief discussion of the existing embedded system mod�
eling approaches is given in Section �� System model and
the methodology for cycle�accurate simulation of energy dis�
sipation are presented in Section �� Section � shows that
the simulation results of timing and energy dissipation us�
ing the methodology presented are within 
� of the hard�



ware measurements for the Dhrystone test case� Hardware
and software architecture trade�o�s for SmartBadge�s real�
time MPEG video decode design are explored using cycle�
accurate energy simulation in Section 
�

� Related Research

Embedded system design is an emerging area with tradi�
tionally limited CAD support for performance and energy
consumption estimation� Recently� several commercial tools
have been announced in this area� focusing on the integra�
tion of the system components into one simulation engine
and on the generation of the communication interface be�
tween the components ��� �� 
� ��� These tools target mainly
functional veri�cation and� to some extent� performance es�
timation�

Extensive research work has been done on power model�
ing at the architecture level� For instance� Landman et al� ���
presented activity�sensitive power analysis at the netlist level
for the data path� memory� the control path and the inter�
connect� Liu ��� showed architecture�level power analysis for
systems on a chip� Even though these approaches and sev�
eral similar others can be very helpful for chip designers� we
are tackling the power estimation problem at a higher ab�
straction level� In our model� system components are chips
or sets of chips available on the market and not custom�
designed functional blocks�

In addition to architecture energy consumption models�
there has been research in energy and performance model�
ing for memories and microprocessors� Accurate energy con�
sumption cache models are presented by Kamble et al� ����
The cache models rely on knowledge of capacitances of each
portion of the cache design� stochastical distributions for
signal values and the run time statistics for hits�miss and
read�write counts� Wilton and Jouppi ��	� designed CACTI
� an enhanced cache access and cycle time model based on
resistance and capacitance values derived from the technol�
ogy �les and the cache netlist� RAM energy consumption
and performance models based on technology parameters
and the netlists are described by Itoh et al� ����� These
models are not applicable in our framework because they
would require knowledge of the internal structure and im�
plementation of commodity components�

Instruction level power analysis presented in ���� by Ti�
wari et al� provides a way of estimating the energy con�
sumption of software by measuring the energy consumption
of each instruction when running on the processor of inter�
est� Non�ideal instruction execution �eg� pipeline stalls is
modeled by measuring the additional current consumption
caused by the combination of instructions that cause the
event of interest to occur� Wan ���� extended StrongARM
processor model with base current costs for each instruction�
The average power consumption for most of the instructions
is �		mWmeasured at ��	MHz� Load and store instructions
required ��	mW each� Non�ideal e�ects� such as stalls due
to register dependencies� and cache e�ects were not consid�
ered by Wan� If all e�ects were measured� the total power
consumed per instruction would match the data sheets� Be�
cause the di�erence in energy per instruction is minimal� it
can be expected that the average power consumption value
from the data sheets is on the same level of accuracy as the
instruction�level model�

The system�level energy simulator proposed in ���� mod�
els every resource as a state machine where each state rep�
resents speci�ed performance and power consumption� The
total system power dissipation is obtained by summing the

contribution of each component� The main limitation of this
approach is that it completely abstracts functionality away�
hence it has limited accuracy�

There have been a few tools ��
� ���� that estimate the
energy consumption of software� caches and o��chip mem�
ory in SOC design� Performance and energy consumption of
each component are separately analyzed� The �nal system
energy consumption is obtained by summing the results of
each analysis� Energy consumption models used by these
approaches require detailed knowledge of the internal struc�
ture and implementation of the components and as such
are not applicable to designs based on commodity parts�
In addition� it is di�cult to estimate their accuracy since
no comparison was given of the simulation results with the
hardware measurements�

The methodology presented in this paper combines per�
formance and energy estimation models of each system com�
ponent into one cycle�accurate instruction�level simulator�
The whole system is simulated as a unit� providing cycle�by�
cycle timing and energy consumption values of each compo�
nent� Since component interaction directly a�ects both per�
formance and energy consumption� the integrated approach
presented in this paper is more accurate in its estimates
than the previous approaches� Power models of the indi�
vidual components have been completely inferred from the
data�sheet information� Nevertheless� our estimates are ac�
curate� the results presented in Section � show agreement
with measurements within 
� of accuracy�

� System model

The SmartBadge considered in this paper can be modeled
as a typical embedded system consisting of a microproces�
sor with two levels of cache� o��chip memory and DC�DC
converter connected with the interconnect� Various types of
memories are modeled � SRAM� DRAM� burst SRAM and
DRAM� FLASH� with or without customizable L� cache�
Selection of the best hardware architecture and software or�
ganization given energy and performance constraints is done
with help of an instruction�level simulator that has been ex�
tended with the energy models for all system components�
We estimate not only average power� but also cycle�by�cycle
energy�

Since in our design we have selected the ARM processor
family� we implemented the energy models as extensions to
the cycle�accurate instruction�level simulator for the ARM
processor family� called the ARMmulator ���� Figure � shows
the simulator architecture� The ARMulator is normally used
for functional and performance validation� The typical se�
quence of steps needed to set up system simulation can be
summarized as follows� �i The designer provides a sim�
ple functional model for each system component other than
the processor �ii The functional model is annotated with a
cycle�accurate performance model �iii Application software
�written in C is cross�compiled and loaded in speci�ed loca�
tions of the system memory model� �iii The simulator runs
the code and the designer can analyze execution using a
cross�debugger or collecting statistics� A designer interested
in using our methodology would only need to additionally
provide cycle�accurate energy models for each component
during step �ii of the simulation setup� Thus� the designer
can obtain power estimates with little incremetal e�ort�

On each cycle of execution the ARMulator sends out the
information about the state of the processor ��cycle type�
and its address and data busses� Two main classes of pro�
cessor cycle types are processor active� where active power
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Figure �� Simulator Architecture

is consumed� and processor idle� where idle power is con�
sumed� The idle state in our model represents either an o��
chip memory request or an ARMulator debugger request�
The o��chip memory request �rst passes through the inter�
connect energy model where energy consumed by the inter�
connect and pins is calculated based on the number of lines
switched during the cycle on the data and address busses�
Energy models of both L� cache and memory account for
active and idle states� L� cache� when present� is always
accessed before the main memory and so is active on every
memory access request� L� cache and memory model in�
troduce processor idle cycles corresponding to their access
times� The DC�DC converter energy model sums all the
currents consumed each cycle by other system components�
accounts for its e�ciency loss� and gets the total energy
consumed from the battery� The total energy consumed per
cycle is the sum of the component energy consumptions�

ECycle � EProc��EInterc��EMem��EDC�DC �EL� Cache

��
The total energy consumed during the execution of the soft�
ware on a given hardware architecture is the sum of the
energies consumed during the each cycle� Models for en�
ergy consumption and performance estimation of each sys�
tem component are described in the following sections�

��� Processor

The ARM simulator provides a cycle�accurate� instruction�
level model for each ARM processor and L� on�chip cache�
The model was enhanced with energy consumption esti�
mates based on the information provided by the data sheets�
Two power states are considered� active state in which pro�
cessor is running with the on�chip cache� and the state in
which the processor is executing NOPs while waiting to �ll
the cache�

When the processor is executing with the on�chip cache�
it consumes the active power speci�ed in the data sheet Pm
measured at given voltage Vm and frequency of operation
fm� Total active capacitance within the processor� Cproc�a�
is estimated as�

Cproc�a �
Pm

V �
mfm

��

The amount of energy consumed by processor and L��cache
at speci�ed processor cycle time Tcycle and CPU core voltage

Vcc is�

EProcessor�active � Pproc�aTcycle � Cproc�aV
�

cc ��

When there is an on�chip cache miss� the processor stalls
and executes NOP instructions which consume less power�
Cproc�NOP can be estimated from the power consumed dur�
ing execution of NOPs Pproc�NOP at voltage Vm and fre�
quency fm�

Cproc�NOP �
Pproc�NOP

V �
mfm

��

The energy consumed within processor core per cycle while
executing NOPs is�

EProcessor�NOP � Cproc�NOPV
�

cc �


��� Memory and L� cache

The processor issues an o��chip memory access when there is
a L� cache miss� The cache��ll request will either be serviced
by the L� cache if one is present in the design or directly
from the main memory� On L� cache miss� a request is issued
to the processor to fetch data from the main memory� The
time and energy penalty accrued are from both the access to
L� cache and main memory access� Data sheets specify the
memory and L� cache access times� and energy consumed
during active and idle states of operation�

Memory access time� Tmem� is scaled by the processor
cycle time� Tcycle� to obtain the number of cycles the pro�
cessor has to wait to serve a request� Nwait �Equation ��
Wait cycles are de�ned for two di�erent types of memory
accesses� sequential and non�sequential� Sequential access
is at the address immediately following the address of the
previous access� In burst type memory the sequential access
is normally a fraction of the �rst� non�sequential� access�

Nwait �
Tmem

Tcycle
��

Two energy consumption states are de�ned for each type of
memory� active and idle� Energy consumed per cycle while
memory is in active state operating at supply voltage Vdd is�

EMemory�active �
CmemV

�

dd

Nwait � �
��

Active memory capacitance� Cmem� can be estimated from
the active power speci�ed in the data sheet� Pmem� measured
at voltage Vm and frequency fm�

Cmem �
Pmem

V �
mfm

��

Idle state can be further subdivided into multiple states
that describe modes of operation for di�erent types of mem�
ories� For example� DRAM might have two idle states� re�
fresh and sleep� The designer speci�es the percentage of the
time �i memory spends in each idle state� Total idle energy
per cycle for memory is�

EMemory�idle � Tcycle

nX

i��

Pi�i ��

where Pi is power consumption in idle state i�
The L� cache access time and energy consumption are

treated the same way as any other memory� L� cache orga�
nization is determined from the number of banks� lines per



bank� and words per line� Line replacement is random� the
cache is integrated data and instruction with write�through
policy� Cache hit rate is strongly dependent on its organi�
zation� which in turn a�ects the total memory access time
and the energy consumption�

��� Interconnect and Pins

The interconnects on the PCB can contribute a large portion
of the o��chip capacitance� Capacitance per unit length of
the interconnect is a parameter in the energy model that
can be obtained from the PCB manufacturer� The length of
an interconnect can be estimated by the designer based on
the approximate placement of the selected components on
the PCB� Pin capacitance values are reported on the data
sheets�

The hardware prototype of the SmartBadge uses a stan�
dard PCB with line delay of ��ps�cm and stripline and mi�
crostrip capacitances of ��� and ���pF�cm respectively �����
The interconnect cross�sections have the following param�
eters� h � 	��mm for microstrip and 	��mm for stripline�
w � 	���mm� t � 	�	��mm� and �r � ���� Propagation de�
lay can usually be neglected relative to the memory response
time� On the other hand� the total interconnect capacitance
needs to be considered since even at smaller interconnect
lengths it is comparable to the capacitance of an I�O pin�

For each component the average length of the clock line�
data and address buses between the processor and the com�
ponent are provided as one of the input simulation param�
eters� Hence� the designer is free to use any wire�length es�
timate ���� or measurement� The interconnect lengths used
in our simulation of SmartBadge come from the prototype
board layout�

The total capacitance switched during one cycle is shown
in Equation �	� It depends on the capacitance of one inter�
connect line and the pins attached to it� Cswitch� and the
number of lines switched during the cycle� Nswitch�

Cline � NswitchCswitch ��	

The total energy consumed per cycle� EInterconnect� is a
function of the voltage swing on the lines that switched�
Vdd� total capacitance switched� Cline� and the total time to
access the memory� Nwait � ��

EInterconnect �
ClineV

�

dd

Nwait � �
���

��� DC�DC Converter

DC�DC converter losses can account for a signi�cant fraction
of the total energy consumption� Figure � shows the depen�
dence of e�ciency on the DC�DC converter output current�
Total current drawn from the DC�DC converter by the sys�
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Figure �� DC�DC Converter E�ciency

tem each cycle� Iout� is a sum of the currents drawn by each
system component� A component current� Ic� is de�ned by�

Ic �
Ec

VcTcycle
���

where Ec is the energy consumed by the component during
cycle of length Tcycle at operating voltage Vc�

Total current drawn from the battery� Ibat can be calcu�
lated as�

Ibat �
Iout
Eff

���

E�ciency� Eff � can be estimated using linear interpolation
from the data points derived from the output current versus
e�ciency plot in the data sheet� Total energy consumed by
the battery each cycle is�

ECycle � IbatVbatTcycle ���

The energy consumed by the DC�DC converter� EDC�DC�
is di�erence between the energy provided by the battery�
ECycle and the energy consumed by all other components�
Eout�

EDC�DC � ECycle �Eout ��


� Validation of the Simulation Methodology

We validated the cycle�accurate power simulator by compar�
ing the computed energy consumption with measurements
on the SmartBadge prototype implementation� The Smart�
Badge prototype consists of the StrongARM���		 processor�
DC�DC Converter� FLASH and SRAM on a PCB board� All
the components except the CPU core are powered through
the ���V supply line� CPU core runs on ��
V supply� DC�
DC converter is powered by the ��
V supply� DC�DC con�
verter e�ciency table contains �� points derived from the
plot shown in Figure �� Stripline interconnect model is used
with ���pF�cm capacitance� Table � shows other system
components� Average current consumed by the processor�s
power supply and the total current drawn from the battery
are measured with digital multimeters� Execution time is
measured using the processor timer�

Table �� Dhrystone Test Case System Design

Component Cycle T� Active P Idle P Pin Cap� Line L�
Units �ns� �mW� �mW� �pF� �cm�

SA����� ��	� 
�� ��� � N�A

FLASH ��MB� � �
 ��� �� 	

SRAM ��MB� �� �� ����  �

Industry standard Dhrystone benchmark is used as a ve�
hicle for methodology veri�cation� Measurements and sim�
ulations have been done for ten di�erent operating frequen�
cies of SA���		 and SA���	 processors� Dhrystone test case
is run �	 million times� ��
 instructions per loop� Simula�
tions ran on HP Vectra PC with Pentium II MMX �		 MHz
processor and ��� MB of memory� Hardware ran �
	 times
faster than the simulations without the energy models� Sim�
ulations with energy models were slightly slower� Figure �
show average processor core and battery currents� Average
simulation current is obtained by dividing the total energy
consumed by the processor core or the battery with their
respective supply voltages and the total execution time�
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Figure �� Average Processor Core and Battery Currents

Simulation results are within 
� of the hardware mea�
surements for the same frequency of operation� The method�
ology presented in this paper for cycle�accurate energy con�
sumption simulation is very accurate and thus can be used
for hardware and software architecture design exploration in
embedded system designs� An example of such exploration
is presented next�

� Embedded MPEG Decoder System Design Exploration

The primary motivation for the development of cycle�accurate
energy consumption simulation methodology is to provide
an easy way for embedded system designers to evaluate
multiple hardware and software architectures with respect
to performance and energy consumption constraints� In
this section we will present an application of the simula�
tion methodology to embedded MPEG decoder system de�
sign exploration� The MPEG decoder design consists of the
processor� the o��chip memory� the DC�DC converter� out�
put to the LCD display� and the interface to the source of
the MPEG stream� The input and output portions of the
MPEG decoder design will not be considered at this point�

Table �� Memory Architectures for MPEG Design

Name First Burst Actjve Idle Line Pin Manuf�
Acc� Acc� Pwr Pwr Cap� Cap�
�ns� �ns� �mW� �mW� �pF� �pF�

FLASH � N�A �� ��� 
� �� Intel

BFLASH � 
� ��� 	�� 
� �� TI

SRAM �� N�A �� ���   Toshiba

BSRAM �� 
� ��� ���   Micron

BSDRAM �� �� 
�� ��   Micron

L	 cache 	� �� ��� ��� ��	 � Motorola

The ARM��	a processor model running at �		MHz with
�		mW active and ��	mW NOP power consumption is used
in all the simulations� The processor has a ��Kb� ���way
set associative� uni�ed L� instruction and data cache� We
considered using L� cache in addition to L� cache� Uni�ed
L� cache is �
�Kb� ��way set associative� Their characteris�
tics of memory components considered are shown in Table ��
Two di�erent instruction memories were evaluated � low�
power FLASH and power�hungry burst FLASH� We looked
at three di�erent data memories � low�power SRAM� faster
burst SRAM and very power�hungry burst SDRAM� Both
instruction and data memories are �MB in size� DC�DC con�
verter speci�cations are shown in Figure �� The hardware
con�gurations simulated are shown in Table �� The MPEG
decode has been fully realized in software� Each simulation

uses �� frames running at the �	 frames�second� with two I�
three P and seven B�frames�

Table �� Hardware Con�gurations

Name Instruction Data L	 cache
Memory Memory Present

Original FLASH SRAM no

L	 cache FLASH BSDRAM yes

Burst SRAM BFLASH BSRAM no

Burst SDRAM BFLASH BSDRAM no
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Figure �� Execution time and energy consumption for di�erent hard�
ware architectures

Figure � shows the amount of time each system com�
ponent is active during the MPEG decode and the amount
of energy consumed� The original con�guration is limited
by the bandwidth of data memory� L� cache is very fast�
but also consumes too much energy� Burst SDRAM design
fully solves the memory bandwidth problem with least en�
ergy consumption� Instruction memory constitutes a very
small portion of the total energy due to the relatively large
L� cache in comparison to the MPEG code size� The DC�
DC converter consumes a signi�cant amount of total en�
ergy and thus should be considered in system simulations�
We conclude from this example that using faster and more
power�hungry memory can be energy e�cient�

The software architecture trade�o�s are illustrated by
modifying the MPEG video stream content and the decode
speed� The MPEG video stream consists of three types
of frames� I �intraframe� P �predicted and B �bidirec�
tional ����� P�frames are predicted from the past decoded
frames� B�frames are predicted from both the past and the
future frames� Four di�erent software architectures are con�
sidered as shown in Table ��

Table �� Software Con�gurations

Configuration � I�frames P�frames B�frames
�frames�s� �number� �number� �number�

IPBB � �� 	 � �

IP � �� 	 �� �

IPPI � �� 
  �

IPPI � 	� 
  �

Figure 
 shows the total energy �on the left axis and
total execution time �on the right axis for each software
con�guration� Clearly the IPPI � �	 fr�s con�guration with
eight I�frames and only four P�frames is the most time and
energy e�cient� Slower frame rate ��
 fr�s does not con�
serve energy�
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� Energy and Exec Time for di�erent SW con�gs

The analysis of peak energy consumption and the �ne
tuning of the architectures can be done by studying the
energy consumption and the memory access patterns over
a period of time� Figure � shows the energy consumption
over time of the ARM��	a processor with burst FLASH
and SRAM� Peak energy consumption can reach twice the
average consumption� so the thermal characteristics of the
hardware design� the DC�DC converter and the battery have
to be speci�ed accordingly�
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The design exploration example presented in this section
illustrates how the methodology for cycle�accurate energy
consumption simulation can be used to select and �ne�tune
the hardware and software con�guration that gives the best
trade�o� between performance and energy consumption�

	 Conclusions

A methodology for cycle�accurate simulation of performance
and energy consumption in embedded systems has been pre�
sented in this paper� Accuracy� modularity and ease of inte�
gration with the instruction�level simulators widely used in
industry make this methodology very applicable to the em�
bedded system hardware and software design exploration�
We applied the methodology to the ARM Ltd� instruction�
level simulator� Dhrystone benchmark has been used to ver�
ify accuracy of the energy and the performance estimates�
Simulation is found to be within 
� of the hardware mea�
surements� MPEG decoder embedded system design explo�
ration has been presented as an example of how the method�
ology can be used in practice to aid in the selection of the
best hardware and software con�guration�
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